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“Lillian Frances Releases new Indie Pop Banger, See Straight (feat. Abby Diamond)”

On January 17, Sacramento-based musician Lillian Frances released her new single “See
Straight (feat. Abby Diamond).

Something wanted to jump out of her chest. A wolf, or maybe a dragon. She could feel it
clawing its way out, needing to escape.
Eight months into the pandemic and (like the rest of the world) Lillian was feeling, well…
isolated. Lonely. As someone who delights in dating and romantic rendezvous, the whole “youcan’t-hang-out-with-anyone-anymore” thing was really starting to take it’s toll.
It is from the depths of this quarantine isolation from which See Straight was born. Devoid of
authentic connection, Lillian dreamt up an imaginary world of lust and passion - a place where
she could express all the love trapped within her, desperate to get out. It wasn’t a wolf. It
wasn’t a dragon. It was love, springing forth from her chest, dying to be shared. It is this glassrunneth-over with love that transmuted into See Straight.
See Straight is equal parts hypnotic seduction - as Lillian lures you into her textured dreamland
with arpeggiating synths and whimsical cellos - and passionate reworks as the climax bursts
forth from the speakers. “You hit the gas, I’ll grab the wheel; you get in touch, I’ll be in feel”
Lillian half taunts, half begs, as her rich vocals lure the listener into her fantasy.
See Straight (feat. Abby Diamond) was released on January 17th, and the o cial music video
will be released January 28. To see Frances’ collages and follow her musical endeavors, nd
her on Instagram at @lillianfrancess.
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Lillian Frances is a music producer from Davis, CA. Her music has been featured on NPR’s
Heavy Rotation, Capital Public Radio, and Indie Shu e. Past festivals include Sacramento
PorchFest (2018, 2019), the Davis Music Festival (2017, 2019), and the Davis Cherry Blossom
Festival (2018, 2019, 2020); notable performances include opening for Sylvan Esso, and
playing alongside Shakey Graves, Sage the Gemini, and Lexi Panterra.

